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Processing Digital Surface Models from Low Cost Archive Imagery
Digital Surface Models (DSM) are key components for urban planning, biomass estimation and many more
tasks where 3-dimensional data is required. Traditionally, the imagery for those DSMs is collected by two or
more shots in sequence within a few seconds. With the current and in particular the future optical systems
like WorldView-3 satellite imagery archives which today already have high redundancy will grow even faster.
Using this high redundancy and a mixture of imagery for cost effective DSM processing is a logical consequence which offers a huge opportunity for tasks where data actuality is not mandatory.

Using the Third Dimension
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In the age of the Global Positioning System (GPS), measuring the height of a single
building is a simple task—but measuring the height of every building within hundreds of square kilometers is not feasible. By combining and processing multiple satellite images with photogrammetrical methods, a three dimensional surface model
can be reconstructed.
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Using state of the art image matching algorithms like Semi-Global Matching (SGM), the
resolution of the resulting surface models is equal to the input imagery resolution. For
very high-resolution systems like the WorldView satellites, the resulting 0.5m resolution
surface models offer the chance for improving classifications, processing true orthophotos, volume calculations, simulations or generating city models. GAF AG is offering
such surface models based on multi-stereo satellite images as a standard product.

Processing Surface Models using Archive Imagery
In cooperation with GAF AG and the Remote Sensing Technology Institute (IMF)
at DLR Oberpfaffenhofen in his master thesis at Munich University of Applied Sciences, Florian Lang analyzed different scenarios of very high-resolution archive imagery combinations to explore the potential of generating digital surface models.
To analyze a scenario utilizing archived data five WorldView-2 scenes provided by
European Space Imaging covering the urban and suburban areas of Madrid were
used to create several experimental digital surface models.
Due to the different acquisition angles and dates, the analysis was done on multiple
surface models resulting from different combinations of input images (using two,
three, four or even five images) to study the effects of image redundancy and temporal difference.
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High Success Rates through more Image Redundancy

INDUSTRIES

Especially in urban areas, the archives show high image redundancy, often with a variety of hundreds of images of WorldView-1 and WorldView-2 imagery.

 Geology

The thesis showed that it is possible to produce digital surface models from multitemporal archive imagery with a high amount of correct reconstructed pixels.
By choosing only archive data with a well fitting acquisition angle combination and a
limited acqusition time difference, the quality of the resulting DSM further improved.
Different factors, such as seasonal and locally induced changes, determine the maximum possible time difference between the acqusitions.

 Telecommunication
 Environment Services
 Government

USES

Since the archived imagery from the WorldView family of satellites is more economically priced than newly tasked acquisitions it might encourage users with a lower budget
to process surface models from archive imagery.

 Elevation Data

City Models

 Volume Estimation

The 0.5 m spaced surface models created from WorldView very high-resolution satellite
imagery support the derivation of highly detailed city models allowing the classification
of rooftops. These high resolution surface models build an ideal basis for semi or fully
automated derivation of city models.

 City Models

 Line of Sight Analysis

“Analyzing the huge DigitalGlobe Imagery Archive for suitable imagery with
moderate temporal difference and optimal acquisition angles is the key for
a successful and complete surface model”
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Challenge

Analyze the quality and reconstruction percentage of Digital
Surface Models from multitemporal high-resolution archive imagery and find a way to handle the data in order to produce the
most suitable DSM for the customers needs.

Solution

Using several archived WorldView-2 satellite images provided
European Space Imaging to assess different combinations for processing digital surface models.

Results

A cost effective solution for the planning, combining and processing of very high-resolution imagery was developed to generate
high-resolutions DSMs.
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